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The investment company Incus Investor changes its name to Scana ASA and embarks on a 
new course as parent company for a group of strong equipment and service suppliers to the 
maritime industry. The head office will move from Stavanger to Bergen. 

Through its subsidiaries, Incus Investor has managed a broad Nordic industrial history that stretches 
back hundreds of years. As part of the company's new strategy, the board is now planning an 
offensive maritime venture. 

A strong maritime DNA

Many probably recognise the new Scana name. Not only was Incus Investors formerly named Scana 
Industrier, but several current and former subsidiaries have also had Scana as part of their company 
names.

“As we now take back the Scana name, we are leaving behind some difficult years as Incus Investor 
and look forward to a new effort based on our proud background. Historically, we have been 
positioned heavier in the steel and heavy industries, but Scana also has strong expertise and a clear 
DNA from the maritime industry. It is with this DNA we have chosen to build the company's new 
platform, and our venture is strengthened by the fact that Scana's maritime products and services 
already have a strong reputation among customers,” CEO Styrk Bekkenes points out.

Moves its headquarters to Bergen

As part of the implementation of the new business strategy, the company will move Scana's head 
office from Stavanger to Bergen and adjust the parent company’s costs to its current activity level. 

"With this move we are getting closer to a larger maritime cluster at an important time for the future of 
the industry, getting good access to the competence we need to grow and develop," says Bekkenes. 

------

For more information, please contact:  
Styrk Bekkenes | CEO |  +47 40 40 35 20 

-------

About Scana's subsidiaries:

Scana Skarpenord: 
A leading supplier of valve control systems.

Scana Subsea: 
One of the most experienced specialist companies in the world for riser applications to the oil and gas 
industry.

Scana Offshore: 
Supplier of innovative mooring and offloading systems for market segments such as oil and gas, fish 
farming and floating wind.
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